iPHLoc-ES: Identification of bacteriophage protein locations using evolutionary and structural features.
Bacteriophage proteins are viruses that can significantly impact on the functioning of bacteria and can be used in phage based therapy. The functioning of Bacteriophage in the host bacteria depends on its location in those host cells. It is very important to know the subcellular location of the phage proteins in a host cell in order to understand their working mechanism. In this paper, we propose iPHLoc-ES, a prediction method for subcellular localization of bacteriophage proteins. We aim to solve two problems: discriminating between host located and non-host located phage proteins and discriminating between the locations of host located protein in a host cell (membrane or cytoplasm). To do this, we extract sets of evolutionary and structural features of phage protein and employ Support Vector Machine (SVM) as our classifier. We also use recursive feature elimination (RFE) to reduce the number of features for effective prediction. On standard dataset using standard evaluation criteria, our method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art predictor. iPHLoc-ES is readily available to use as a standalone tool from: https://github.com/swakkhar/iPHLoc-ES/ and as a web application from: http://brl.uiu.ac.bd/iPHLoc-ES/.